Celebrating 10 Years!

Idaho Walk Bike Alliance is celebrating Ten Years! This milestone has given us pause to review what we’ve been up to for the last decade. As it turns out, we’ve had over $40,000,000 worth of success. Yes, $40 million!

IWBA was formed when a group of advocates convened for the first ever Statewide Conference on Active Transportation in 2009. At that time, federal funding for trails, sidewalks, pathways and bike lanes was no longer coming to Idaho, which left many communities without funds to complete projects they had been working on for years. This group concluded that with state level advocacy, more was achieved.

Three years after this convening a new federal transportation bill, MAP-21, was passed. MAP-21 dedicated funds for bike or walk projects under the Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP.) However, Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) had the discretion to move half of the small but critical $3.8 million/year to roads, so IWBA sprang into action. Within a few months, we successfully encouraged local elected officials, advocates, and school administrators to ask ITD to fully fund this program so unfinished projects throughout Idaho would be completed.

Since that time, TAP has funded over $40,000,000 worth of sidewalks, trails, pathways, crosswalks, cycle tracks and bike lanes in every corner of Idaho!

Additionally, our work at the legislature continues to be rewarding yet challenging. We achieved the following:

- Texting while driving as a first infraction
- Eight years later, a hands free law
- Electric bicycles to be classified as bicycles rather than motor vehicles.
- Child Pedestrian Safety Program’s $4,000,000 of sidewalk projects in 26 Idaho towns.

These are great accomplishments that we are proud of and we know you are too. Idaho is a better place today because of those amazing advocates who came together in 2009. We thank them, we are humbled at their faith in us, and we will continue to work to make Idaho the best state in which to walk and ride a bicycle. It will take time, but we are here for the long haul.
Walk of Silence

We held Boise’s first ever Walk of Silence to honor victims of traffic crashes involving vulnerable road users. The walk took place at the same time and location where an elderly couple was killed while crossing the street exactly one month prior.

The Walk of Silence honors anyone killed or injured while walking on our public roadways and calls attention to improving safety on our streets for vulnerable road users. IWBA wants to raise awareness to the epidemic of pedestrian and bicyclist deaths nationwide and the rising number of deaths and serious injuries experienced by Idaho pedestrians and bicyclists in recent years. Let us help you hold a Walk of Silence in your town.

Bike to School Day

One of our favorites! We walked and biked to Anser Charter School with Garden City Council members, legislators, ITD, students and families on a beautiful spring morning.

National Park(ing) Day

Demonstrating our roads are public land to be shared by everyone. We would love to help you show that space given to cars belongs to all people in your community.

Traffic Calming Project at Longfellow Elementary

Thanks to an AARP Community Challenge grant, we created a temporary traffic calming demonstration at five different intersections around an elementary school. We partnered with Ada County Highway District to install curb extensions to shorten crossing distances for students and parents while slowing down motor vehicles to improve safety.

Vehicle speeds slowed dramatically during this short yet effective demonstration which is exactly what we envisioned. This project was a collaboration with our partners Treasure Valley Safe Routes to School and Idaho Smart Growth. We intend to replicate this project frequently throughout the state.

Letter from Board President Nora Locken

Imagine a neighborhood with a constant stream of walkers, cyclists and runners. Imagine a neighborhood without the morning rush of vehicles. Imagine a neighborhood where it’s safe to bike on the street with your young children.

This is what my neighborhood was like during the recent months of COVID quarantine. What brought about the shift away from vehicles, and toward human-powered activity, was unexpected and startling. The Coronavirus pandemic has impacted our state in many ways. I grieve for the lives lost, and feel the pain for everyone that has been negatively affected by the pandemic.

(continued page 3)
During these times, it helps me to look for the silver lining. I love that during these unusual days it is more common to hear the birds chirping and kids playing, than to hear engines revving. My family and I soak up having our young kids home from school and watching them become confident as they explore our neighborhood on foot. This is made possible and safe by the sidewalk connectivity that we enjoy in Moscow.

As I reflect on these unusual times, I cannot help but wonder—where do we go from here? How do we build upon these strange circumstances to help Idaho become an even more supportive place for all those people using a wheelchair, walking or biking? Idaho Walk Bike Alliance prioritizes:

- Improve and expand sidewalks and pathways in our communities
- Reduce vehicle speeds in residential areas
- Encourage Idahoans to continue to take time for outdoor play and human-powered transportation

All of us at Idaho Walk Bike Alliance wish good health and safety for you and your family. We would love to hear your stories of the silver linings in your life during the pandemic and how you view a bright future in this great state of ours. Be well, stay healthy.

Nora Locken
Board President, Moscow Idaho

(continued from page 2)

**Bike / Ped Counter Program**

IWBA has partnered with Local Highway Technical Assistance Council to start a bike/ped counter lending program. Contact us if your community would like to borrow these counters.

**Filmed By Bike**

Our fundraising event, Filmed By Bike, held annually in Boise and Idaho Falls. IWBA Board member Alexis Pickering is one of many volunteers to make this event such a huge success.

**Transportation Policy Conference**

This full-day conference took place at the Idaho State Capitol building in October and included multiple presentations, panels, and discussions focused on the critical importance of improving walkability and bike-ability throughout Idaho.

Topics included a briefing on the upcoming statewide transportation study, legislative and industry issues, public transit opportunities and challenges, planning and design in congested corridors, autonomous vehicles’ interaction with pedestrians and updates on grant opportunities like Safe Routes to School and the Children Pedestrian Safety Program.

The event allowed us to strengthen relationships with transportation organizations with whom we don’t normally engage. It allowed us to connect with policy, industry and other transportation leaders from across the transportation spectrum.

Local media ran multiple stories on the conference and on the importance of improving walking and biking infrastructure and policy. Additionally, legislators and other policy makers had the opportunity to hear directly from IWBA members.

**Remembering Steve Lockwood**

Husband of board member and founder Molly O’Reilly

We were fortunate to consider Steve a friend, mentor, and IWBA family member.

Sadly, we had to say good-bye to him which was incredibly hard.

We were lucky to know and love Steve for ten years. He always had a grin on his face as he challenged us on land use, transportation, government spending and politics. He was a treasure to everyone who knew him.

Steve’s wife, Molly, remains actively engaged on our board; we are so thankful for her time and wisdom. IWBA would not be here without these two special people.

We will forever hold Steve in our hearts.
Advocates Circle
These generous supporters gave $250+ in 2019.

AARP Idaho
A.J. and Susie Balukoff
American Heart Association
Bannock Transportation Planning Organization
Bike BOI
Bill’s Bike and Run
Bizprint
Blue Cross of Idaho Foundation
Boise Aero Multi Sport Club
Boise Brewing
Boise Co-Op
Boise GreenBike
Bruce Olenick
BSU Cycle Learning Center
Campbell Company
Capital City Development Corporation
Cathy and James Bethea
CBI Bikes
Chris Staley*
City Of Trees Marathon Assoc
Cliff Bar Family Foundation
Dave Beck
Dennis Swift
Eastside Cycles
Equinox Foundation
George’s Cycles
HDR Inc.
Hepworth Holzer - Kurt Holzer
Idaho Brewing Company
Idaho Conservation League
Idaho Falls Community Pathways
Idaho Forest Group, LLC
Idaho Mountain Touring
Idaho Mountain Trading
Idaho Power
J. Patrick Riceci*
Jan and Gordon Locken
Jeanne and Joseph Groberg
Jennifer and Jamie Forese
Jim Byrne and Cynthia Gibson*
Joe and Jessica Jaszewski
Locken Ledgers
Molly O’Reilly & Steve Lockwood*
Nic and Jolie Strohmeyer
Nora Locken & Arjan Meddens*
Old Boise - Clay Carley
Power Engineers
Precision Engineering, LLC
PRECO Electronics
Race to Robbie Creek
RBCI, Inc - Rosemary Curtin
Ride Idaho
Sharon and Joe Konkol
Shu’s Idaho Running Company
Speakey Joe’s Bikes and Gear
St. Alphonsus Health System
Straight Line Investment Group
The Bike Shop
The Grove Hotel
Timberline Investments LLC
Til Town Bicycles
United Way of Idaho Falls and Bonneville County
United Way of Treasure Valley

*Monthly Strider Champions

Become a Monthly Strider!
Monthly donations help you by spreading out your giving over the course of the year. And the stability of year-round funding helps us do our work consistently each month.

2019 Board of Directors
Nora Locken (Moscow) President
Don Kostelec (Boise) Vice President
Michael David (Ketchum) Treasurer
Alexis Pickering (Boise) Secretary
J. Patrick Riceci (Boise)
Molly O’Reilly (Sandpoint)
Niki Richards (Driggs)
Chris Staley (Idaho Falls)
Bruce Olenick (Pocatello)

Staff
Cynthia Gibson, Executive Director
Bobby Forese, Program Coordinator

Connect
FACEBOOK
@idahowalkbike
TWITTER
@idahowalkbike
INSTAGRAM
@idahowalkbike
EMAIL
info@idahowalkbike.org
MAIL
P.O. Box 1594
Boise, ID 83701
PHONE
208-345-1105

Contribute
ANNUALLY OR ONE-TIME: idahowalkbike.org/donate
MONTHLY: idahowalkbike.org/monthly-strider

Idaho Walk Bike Alliance Inc, a statewide nonprofit, promotes active transportation as healthy, safe and reliable for all Idahoans.
Thank you to our 2019 Donors up to $249. Idaho Walk Bike Alliance board members and staff are grateful to each of you.

Willard Ray Abbott          Lyle Castle       Betsy Dunklin
Tim and Shawn Adams         Braden Cervetti   Matt Edmond
Lisa Ailport                Catherine Gifford and Bruce Chaffin Michael Ekstrand*
Kelli Badesheim             Bob and Pam Chase  Jeffrey Erwin
Laurie Barrera              John Christensen   Polly Evett
Stephanie Rose and Bill Bauer Jonathan Chu      Chris Fehringer
Erin Bennett                City of Athol       Kurt Fesenmyer
Heather Bennett             City of Caldwell    Gabe Finkelstein
Karen and Jim Benning       City of Idaho Falls Foot Dynamics
Steve Berenson              City of Kootenai   Debra Harrison and Jeff Forbes*
Wendy Berkson              City of McCall      Bobby Forese
Mark Berria                 City of Moscow     Nick Foster
Carl and Gloria Bianchi     City of Pocatello   Mariah Fowler
Bike Walk Nampa*            City of Sandpoint  James and Emily Fredenburg
Bike Touring News           Elaine and Brett Clegg April Frederick
Eileen Attkisson and Larry Blakey* Karin and Gregory Clifford Friends of Weiser River Trail
Michelle Blankas            Matthew Conde      Noreen Gallagher
Bonneville Metropolitan Planning Organization
Kendall Kahl and Ryan Boylan Julie Connolly    John Girgis
Christine Boyles            Philip S. Cook     Christine Gladstone
Lisa Brady                  Steve Cox          Craig and Vanessa Goulden
Tony Brennan                Candice Crow      Greasy Fingers Bikes N Repair
Carl Brenner                Jodi Cuccia       Kirk and Dee Green
Dawn Brooks                 Paul Cunningham    Michelle Groenevelt
Zachary Brouillette         Daren Dahlke      Rachel Grosso
Daniel Buckley              Chris Danley       Alex Hackett
Mysti Walker and Kip Burden Michael David* Randi Haddock
Janet and Russell Buschert  Richard Davis      Deanna Halford
Dave Butzier, PE            Shad Davis        Douglas Halford
Mori Byington               Mo Devlin          John G. Hall
Jerry and Carol Cantor      Margaret Dibble    Rob Hall
Rebecca Casper              Dirt Dart Mobile Bike Service Jimmy Hallyburton
                                        Carly Doud    Jim Hansen
                                        Downtown Boise Association Greg Hatch
Rachel Haukkala
Jason Hauske
Anne and Allen Hausrath
Margaret Havey
David Hays
Lisa Hecht
Rhonda and John Heggen
Sergio Hernandez
David Higginbotham
Rebecca Holland
PJ Holm
Caleb Hood
Chris Horsley
David Hume
Kathy and Kelly Hurley
Brent Jennings
Kait Justice
Amy Kaser
David and Linda Keller
Danny Kelly
Samantha Kenney
Michelle Kidd
Kimberling Insurance
Ryan King
Erik Kingston
Craig and Carol Kjar
George C. Knight
Don Kostelec
Ben Kuhlmann
Becky Mills and Jeff Kuhns
Arthur Kull
Katie Lamansky
Ron Landeck
Hailey Leavitt
William Lechten
Brenda and John LeMay
Paul Leonard
Debbie Lombard-Bloom
Kate Lovan
Lora Loveall
Marilyn Manguba
Vince Matthews
Caitlin McGraw
Tami McIntyre
Bob McLaughlin
Lauren McLean
Amanda and Charlie Miller
Alexandra Monjar
Mountain Rides
Thomas Mouser
Nancy and David Nelson
Nannette Nelson
Network for Good
Vernon Newby
Patricia Nilsson
Mary Beth Nutting
Dan Opila
Mark and Sarai Paljetak
Rachel Pallister
Harley Parson
Sam Patterson
Pend Oreille Pedalers
Daniel Perry
Alexis Pickering
Robert Pitts
Antonio Plascencia-Lemus
Pledging Foundation
Carolyn Berman and Jim Prall
Morty Prisament
Bridger Putnam
Margaret Ransom
Reed Cycle
Sue and Henry Reents
Micah Richards
Niki Richards
Tami and Larry Richards
Wayne A. Riley*
Nick Roberts
Robert Roehl
Cameron Russell
Marilyn Sabella
Desiree Sauer
Nina Schaeffer
LaRita Schandorff
Paul Scott
Robert and Judy Secrist
Gary Segers
Eric Seleff
Kirsten E. Severud
Christina St Germaine
Walter Steed
Jacob Styer
Emily Summerhays
Sun Valley Company
SWIMBA
Kathy Swords
Alyssa Taysom
Teton Valley Trails and Pathways
Robert Thompson
Wendy McClure and William Thomson
Jenah Thornborrow
Alice Tiernan
Margaret and Antonio Tijerino
Bret Tinker
Tony Torres*
Patrick Trainor
Daniel Troestersolbrig
Dennis Trumble
David Tuttle
Marie and Bob Tyler
Bonita Vestal
David Wallace
Kimberly Warren
Mark Wasdahl
William Weppner
Carl Whaley
Mark Whelan
Ben White
Ronda Whittaker
Becky Chastain and Henry Willard
Chelsea Wilson
Matt Wood
Hollie Woodings
World Cycle
Jill Wright
Joe and Courtney Wyatt
Lori Yarbrough
Steve Zaman
Mary Zichko

*Monthly Strider Champions